CEDLA Latin America Studies

CEDLA is an interuniversity research and documentation centre which, besides offering an academic teaching programme on the societies and cultures of Latin America, publishes about three books a year in a series called CEDLA Latin America Studies (CLAS). The CLAS book series consists of more than 90 titles and has, through the years, made an important contribution to the publication and distribution of social science and historiographical research by Latin Americanists from Europe and the Americas. The objective of the CLAS series is to publish the results of original research on Latin America in the fields of the social sciences, understood in a broad sense, including history, economy and geography. The series is directed toward an academic readership, but also aims to reach a larger public of students and informed readers.

Those authors and editors interested in submitting a manuscript for publication in our series are requested to submit a prospectus of their unpublished work to the desk editor, and on the basis of this prospectus, the Editorial Board will decide if the manuscript qualifies to be submitted for evaluation. Those authors/editors will then be invited to send copies of their manuscript to us to be evaluated by two external referees. Authors can request a prospectus from Kathleen Willingham.

We wish to emphasize that CEDLA only accepts manuscripts that have not been published previously, and that are not submitted at this time to any other publisher.

PhD / doctoral candidates please note that CEDLA does not publish dissertations. The Editorial Board is interested in receiving the dissertation after the candidate has defended it at the PhD / doctoral ceremony. The dissertation shall not carry any imprint other than the university of the PhD / doctoral candidate, nor be sold under any condition by anyone else. Furthermore, evaluation of the dissertational manuscript will be made separately from the PhD / doctoral examination committee.

On the basis of this prospectus, the Editorial Board will decide if your manuscript qualifies for evaluation. In that case, you will then be invited to submit your manuscript/collection of articles to be evaluated by two external referees. Please note that the length of manuscripts should be between 90,000 and 150,000 words. Please note that any dissertations will need to be revised, deleting detailed methodology, repetition, numbered headings, excessive headings, excessive notes and exhaustive bibliography. An index is required for all of our books. We will do our best to process your manuscript as quickly as possible.

From 2010, CEDLA is continuing the CLAS book series through the publisher Berghahn Books, of Oxford and New York. For more information on this publisher, please see: http://www.berghahnbooks.com/.
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